Characterization of tumor-associated lymphocytes in a series of mouse mammary tumor lines with differing biological properties.
Tumor-associated lymphocytes were isolated by isokinetic gradient separation from five related mouse mammary tumor lines with different immunological and growth characteristics. Although considerable variation in recovery rates was seen from experiment to experiment, the five tumor types were found to have reproducible and characteristic patterns of T lymphocyte subpopulations, as detected by cytotoxicity assay using monoclonal antisera to Thy-1, Lyt-1, and Lyt-2 antigens. Tumors of line 168, which are weakly immunogenic at best, had the lowest numbers of recovered ALS+, Thy1+ lymphocytes (12% and 9%, respectively), in contrast to immunogenic lines (mean 38% and 26%, respectively). Line 68H tumors, which grow after prolonged latency periods and also produce tumor cell variants in vivo, were unique in that the numbers of recovered Lyt 1+ lymphocytes exceeded the number of Lyt 2+ lymphocytes, whereas these two T cell subpopulations were either equal or Lyt 2+ cells predominated in the other faster growing, non-variant-producing tumors. No differences in T lymphocyte distribution were associated with the presence or absence of metastatic behavior. These results indicate that distinctive lymphocyte infiltrates may be characteristic of tumors with distinct biological differences.